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The increasing need for water due to incessant growth of population
of the world makes it imperative to build water reservoirs in different
location of the world. Water reservoirs most of the time are used as a
mean to generate energy. Hydropower energy is one of most efficient
and renewable ways of energy production which has negative other
implications on human and natural environments.
Design and construction of large scale dams provide regional water
and global energy support for communities while deprave some
people from their home lands and number of environmental effects.
In this thesis, the new paradigm of planning dams and related infra-
structures are investigated to not only provide the water and energy
for the local people, but to lessen the environmental effects of such
infrastructures.
In each step through this thesis an architectural proposition would
be provided and its flaws and effects would be considered to pro-
vide better environment for its inhabitants and natural eco system.
It is worth noting that the propositions in this architectural design
research are schematic and need further consideration and investiga-
tion by professionals in related areas.
At the end, a specific site in Senegal River valley would be chosen
for the application of the last scheme with consideration of the local
characteristics of the site and its requirements.
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A close investigation shows that in many parts
of the earth the water scarcity problem requires
construction of new water reservoirs and dams.
As a matter of fact building new dams in these
areas might induce new environmental problems
if the planning follows the traditional trend of
construction and planning methods.
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1 Matti Kummu, Phip J Ward, Hans de
Moel and Olli Varis, is physical water scarcity a new
phenomenon? Global assessment of water shortage
over the last two millennia, Environmental Research
Letters, 5 (2010) 034006 (10pp) 1
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1 Electricity, International Energy Outlook
2o1o, U.S. Energy Information Administration, Chapter
5, pp 77
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in Brazil, hydropower provided almost 85
percent of electricity generation in 2007. It
still has large plans to expand its hydroelec-
tric generation by proposing the construc-
tion of two plants on the Rio Madeira in
Rondonia to help the country meet electric-
ity demand.
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Chapter one
Dams and
Their Socio-Environmental Effects
15
*1
1-1 Dams, Historical Overview
The history of the dam construction has
direct correlation with civilization and its
dependence of water for life and irrigation.
The remnant of dams in Babylonia, Egypt,
India, Persia and the Far east suggests the
5000 year old existence of dams. There is
no record to show exactly when irrigation
systems and dams were first constructed.
Probably, The importance of the irrigation
and water management was highly consid-
ered by the ancient Persians, as they ex-
cavated many underground water tunnels
(quanats) and dams in Sialak, near kashan,
which are considered to be as much as 6000
years old. This suggests that the irrigation
techniques was used even before the arrival
of the Aryans in the country known as Iran'.
1 Robert B. Jansen, Dams and Public Safety
(Part 1), U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Reclamation (1980).
The U.S. Society on Dams expresses its appreciation
to the author, Mr. Jansen and the Bureau of Reclama-
tion for allowing the use of the historical information
from the publication "Dams and Public Safety". This
is an important contribution to understanding the
importance of dams to society and our everyday lives.
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Some of the Dams illustrated in scale here:
Pabellon Dam, Presa de los Arcos Dam, San
Jose de Guadalupe Dam, Puentes Dam, Vale-
deinfierno Dam, Zola Dam, Gouffre, d' Enfer
Dam, El Habra Dam, Khada, wasla Dam,
Periyar Dam, Aswan Dam, Vyrnwy Dam,
New Croton Dam, Theodore Roosevelt Dam,
Buffalo bill Dam, Pathfinder Dam, Owyhee
Dam, Dworshak Dam, Oroville Dam, Mau-
voisin Dam, Vaoint Dam, Grande Dixence
Dam, Contra Dam, Nurek Dam, Rogun Dam,
Inguri Dam'
1 Robert B. Jansen, Dams and Public Safety
(Part I), U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Reclamation (1980).
1-3 Power Transmission Process
There are number of reasons that hydro-
electricity is one of the favorite renewable
energy sources. First of all, the hydropower
is considered renewable since it uses the
energy from the running water and does
not use or dissipates water in any case. As
a result all Hydropower facilities are consid-
ered as renewables since they fulfill the idea
of energy generation without loss in the
quantity of the fuel.
One of the major advantages of hydropower
over the other renewables is its capability of
immediate energy generation in response to
fluctuations in the need for electric power.
Their liability in different times of use makes
them more efficient in comparison to solar
and wind dependent energy generation
methods. Furthermore, water based energy
is economically more stable and reliable
than fuel based energy, for it is not relied
on the price of water which is provided by
natural resources as rivers rather than fuels
which highly dependent on economical
fluctuations.
Storage of drinking water is among the
other advantages of hydroelectricity. The
water reservoirs might collect rain water
which can be used in irrigation processes.
Additionally, The reservoirs would protect
the water tables from depletion. Even the
flood protection techniques rely on the exis-
tence of dams and water reservoirs.
The other advantage of the hydroelectricity
is its capability of reaching to its maximum
production from zero level makes them a
reliable source to preserve the balance be-
tween the demand and supply
The electricity that is generated by dams
usually travels long distances to reach to its
users. In fact, dams are usually being built in
remote locations and the electricity must be
transmitted through a vast network of lines
and facilities far away. The transformers are
the first place that the electricity arrives.
They increase the voltage so it can travel
far distances in the network. After travel-
ling along the power lines, the electricity
would reach to local substations, and again,
transformers bring down the voltage to let
the electricity be distributed throughout the
areas.
1-2 Why Hydro Power?
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Hydrological power plants are categorized based on
their size:
Micro
Mini
Small
Large
CAPACITY
ANNUALY (KW-
CAPACITY (KW) HOURS)
100 876000
1000 8760000
30000 262800000
100000 876000000
50
100
THEORITICAL
AVAILABLE
POWER (KW) DENSITY TON/M3
98.1
WATTS-
ACCELERATIO HOUR
WATER FLOW M3/S N M/S2 ANNUALLY
1 9.81 859356
5 9.81 8593560
29430
98100
HOUSES
1-2 HOUSES
COMMUNITY
9.81 2.6E+08 RIGIONAL GIRD
9.81 8.6E+08
EACH PERSON
USES (KW)
3000
3000
3000
3000
ENERGY PROVIDED FRO
PEOPLE (NUMBER OF
PEOPLE)
292
2920
87600
292000
Hoovr dm 2,00,00 25280000 300 81600
MICRO
MINI
SMALL
LARGE
mg
NOGliT
Hoover dam 2,800,000 24528000000 3000 8176000
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DEPTH OF THE DAM EASED
ON THE HEIGHT OF THE WATER
BEHIND IT
THE POWER GENERATED BY THE DAM
PTH = p. Q. g, h
PTH = Power Theoretically available (Watt)
pw = density of water (kg/ m3)
Q = Water flow (m3/ s)
g =gravity acceleration = 9.81 (m/s2)
h = height of the head of the water
PTH= pw. Q. g. h. p
PTH = Actual power available (Watt)
p = efficiency of the turbine (75 % - 85%)
THE DEPTH OF THE DAM BASED ON THE VOLUME OF WATER BEHIND IT
P t = pw. g. h
P t= pressure of the water in any specific height from the top of water
pw = water density (kg/ m3)
g = 9.81 (m/s2)
h = height of water (m)
Fw = P t. h /2. W = pw. g. h h / 2 .W
Fw = Volume of the force of the water
W= width of the column of the water
Fc = pc. g. V
pc = density of the concrete
g = 9.81 gravity acceleration
V = volume of the concrete = d. h. w
d= depth of the concrete
h = height of the concrete
w = width of the wall
The overturning moment M:
Z M around the corner of the dam:
Fc . d/2 =Fw. h/3
pc. g. V. d/2 = = pw. g. h . h / 2 . W. h/3
pc. g. d. h. w. d/2 = pw. g. h. h / 2 .w. h/3
pc.. d. d = pw. h. h/3
d = h (pw/ pc). /3
v m/s
V (2 . g . h ) /2
T V A
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1-4 The Main environmental effects of dams
A. Impacts due to existence of dam and reservoir
1. Upstream change from river valley to reservoir
2. Changes in downstream morphology of riverbed and banks, delta, estuary an coastline due to altered sediment
load
3. Changes in downstream water quality: effects on river temperature, nutrient load, turbidity, dissolved gases, con
centration of heavy metals and minerals
4. Reduction of biodiversity due to the blocking of the movement of organisms and because of changes 1, 2 and 3
above
B. Impacts due to pattern of dam operation
1- Changes in total flows
a- Changes in total flows
b- Changes in seasonal timing of flows
c- Short-term fluctuations in flows
d- Change in extreme high and low flows
2- Changes in downstream morphology caused by altered flow pattern
3- Changes in downstream water quality caused by altered flow pattern
4- Reduction in riverine/riparian/ floodplain habitat diversity, especially because of elimination of floods '
1 Patrick McCully, Silenced Rivers; The Ecology and Politics of Large Dams, ZE[) Books, 2001, pp 29
PROBLEMS ASSOIATED WITH
BUILDING LARGE SCALE DAMS
POSSIBILITY OF INDUCING EARTHQUAKES SINCE:
ADDED FORCES OF DAM ON THE INACTIVE FAULTS
THE WEIGHT OF THE COLUMN OF THE WATER
EROSION OF RIVER BED DUE TO
INCREASED VELOCITY OF CLEANED WATER IN
DOWN STREAM DESTROYS THE
LOCAL ECOSYSTEM EROSION OF THE DELTA AT THE
MOUTH OF THE RIVER ALL SEDIMENTS WHICH NOW
ARE BEHIND THE DAM USED TO GATHER IN THE
DELTA
ENMVIRONMENAL EFFECT
PHYS;ICAL
LAND LOSSREFSIDENCE'S

Chapter Two
Schemeatic Design Proposals for
Hydropower Cities
29
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2-1 Refilling the Grand pa!
Probably, the first schematic idea stems
from the problematic reinterpretation of
conventional dams. What would happen if
we program the dam structure to inhabit
people? Who is going to live there? How the
social classification would happen? What are
the benefits? What are the Future flexibili-
ties?
In a cursory glance it might be an interesting
idea to infill the people into the dam infra-
structure, but further considerations proves
the ineffectiveness of the scheme. Let's
separate the structural part of the dam from
its function, hydropower. The function is
the most important part of the planning of
a dam which needs to carry the secondary
programs such as housing. This might not
be impossible to achieve but who is going to
live there?
Let's not forget that the majority of the
people who has been resettled through the
dam construction process highly dependent
on local economy of their land. Majority of
these people are famers who have had their
lands or fishers who rely on the river ecol-
ogy. Considering the fact the new infrastruc-
ture neither provide them job opportunity
nor protect their previous economical de-
pendencies, it might not be an ideal solution
for the problems that a large scale dam such
as the present scheme produces.
31
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Beside the economical disadvantages, it also
produces the same problems of land inunda-
tion, resettlement of the people in up and
down stream of the river and so many other
ecological impacts.
/
Additionally, from Architectural point of
view the future expansion of the scheme is
not possible, thus the possibility of growth
in the society would not be satisfied. This
with addition to the other factors makes the
scheme a very poor solution for the impacts
of large dams.
2-2 unrolling the water wall along the river
Considering the fact that the previous
scheme stored lot of water behind itself and
inundate a large area of land and plants, the
next approach is to prevent from construct-
ing a tall wall on the river. Based on this
approach group of smaller dams would be
planned to store a relatively small amount
of water along the river. The advantage of
this approach is to prevent from creating
large lakes behind the dams and distribute
that water along the path of the river.
/ y
The difference between two is that this
approach provides the land and pool for
farming and fishing for the indigenous
people.
7
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Couple of possibilities are provides based on
step dam idea. The first iteration is a group
of small step dams which create the base
for the structural growth of the program on
their hill. The architectural function of the
scheme is very close to the idea of the first
scheme. F
,-.N
N4
As discussed earlier, in this method a series
of smaller dams would be constructed along
the river and water storation would be
divided among the group of dams.
The infrastructure supported by the dam
would be constructed on the shoulders of
the dam and respectively the program of
inhabitation and agriculture would grow
along wth river path
The disadvantage of this approach would be
similar to previous scheme as to block the
path of the river and disconnection of the
ecology of the downstream and up stream
of the river.
37
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Similar scheme with different infrastructural
growth patter as upper side of the dam.
NslN
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Another similar scheme with differenceV4(4
of creation of infrastructure on the down
stream of the dam's hill.
2-3 Diversion Channels
The other approach toward hydropower
scheme, is to divert the water of the river to
a smaller channel along the river and pro-
duce energy by using small scale dams along
the channel. The advantage of this scheme
is that no dam directly placed on the path of
the river.
LA
As a result, the environmental effects of the
large dams would not be reproduced.
The infrastructure of the dam would hap-
pen along the channel on both sides and
the channel itself would be come the place
holder for the programs and infrastructure
to happen.
The better way of explaining this scheme
is through the beside diagram. The whole
scheme is based on a grid. The longitudinal
paths are the channels in which the water
flow and the transverse paths are programs
which would act as small scale dams along
the channel.
..... ... .
The disadvantage of the system is that there
is no flexibility for architectural growth
beyond the channel and the channels would
act as a utilitarian architecture system which
will be obsolete by the time.
43
The section shows the different possibly of
programs that inhabit the volumes of the
channels. There are also infrastructural hubs
connecting longitudinal axes which goes
)<~ ><~
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I
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2-4 Diversion Channels With Floating
Programs
The other idea for hydropower architecture
can be the improved version of the previ-
ous scheme. As mentioned the architec-
tural flexibility was missing in the previous
scheme which can be achieved by moving
the programs on top of the channels.
By doing so, the possibility of growth would
be provided for the system. The problem
with this approach is that the majority of
the city must be built on top of a tremen-
dous infrastructure which makes it almost
impossible to be applied to any developing
country. Beside the problem of infrastruc-
ture, the functionality of such system is not
guaranteed.
The amount of power that can be produced
is limited to the height of the small dams
which are also a function of the width of
the channels. Certainly, the amount of
power produced by these dams might not
be enough to support a large number of
people.
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Another major difference between this
scheme and previous one is in the direction
of the transportation and other infrastruc-
tural parts. In this scheme the transporta-
tion hub is along with the channel and does
not intersect the channel.
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At the end the city includes a series of chan-
nels and infrastructures which might be the
base for future inhabitation and develop-
ment, but still the functionality of the whole
machine is unknown.
2-5 Macro Hydropower by Micro Hydro-
power
The last scheme which is proposed here is
based on the idea of micro hydropower gen-
eration. This scheme which can be the basis
for future exploration of hydropower cities,
is also based on artificial channels. In this
scheme, first a branch would be diverted
from the river by making an artificial chan-
nel.
THE AMOUNT OF FLOW IS A FUNCTION FTHE SPEED OF TH
FLOW AND AREA OF THE CROSS ECTION OF THE CHANNEL.
WITH THI RECARD. THE AMOUNT oF FLOW S CONSTANT A
BOTH ENDS OF THE CHANNEL.
AJI
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The advantage of this method is that we
can reach to high water head levels without
storing large amount of water behind the
dam. In fact, the environmental effects of
the large dams would be prevented by using
such methods.
4,
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programs.
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Using branching techniques similar to the
fact that happens in nature, there would be
the possibly of creating different volume of
water and different scale of infrastructure
around it. The scale change can start from
small scales such as a house to the bigger
scales as a block or collection of the blocks
and finally a city.
A perspective view to the city with different
scale of water operations from the scale of
the lake to the scale of the pool.
58
Plan view of the hydropower city represent-
ing the water performance to the scale of a
city
59
Plan view of the Hydropower city repre-
senting the scale of water performance in
the scale of a block
6o
Plan view of the hydropower city represent-
ing the water performance at the scale of a
house.
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Section through a reacreational and institu-
tional block of the city. the idea of bringing
the water channels to the sides to create
energy has been imployed here by using
small perpendicular channels as well as large
scale to the extent of a city.
The other aspect of the city is the integra-
tion of the infrastructures as transportation
and water managment systems with differ-
ent spaces such as recreational and institu-
tional programs.
63

Chapter Three
Case Study: Senegal River and Manantali
Dam
65
The Manantali dam project includes the dam
on the Bafing River, a 200MW power sta-
tion and 1300 km transmission lines which
bring the electricity to Bamako, capital of
Mali, Nouakschott, Mauritania and Dakar in
Senegal. The length of the dam is 1460 me-
ters which holds the water up to 65 meter
height. The capacity of the water reservoir
is 11.3 billion m3- which covers the land with
surface area of 477 km2.
The Dam had severe impacts on the ecol-
ogy of the region, agriculture, fisheries and
public health. The reservoir of the dam an-
nihilated almost 120 km2 of forest as well as
resettlement of 12,000 people. The families
were given the privilege to choose their
own lands for agriculture, but the high price
of irrigation systems prevent them from
prosperous farming.
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The Manantali and Diama reservoirs have
increased water-borne diseases such as
schistosomiasis and malaria. "Annually 85oo
people will die along the Senegal River from
water associated diseases. Over 2000 of
these deaths could easily be prevented an-
nually, simply by better water management
at Manantali and Diama Dams."'
1 William Jobin, Dams and Disease; Ecological
Design and Health impacts of Large Dams, Canals and
Irrigation Systems, pp. 200
Annual Water level graph showing the pe-
riod of increase in water-associated disease
1 William Jobin, Dams and Disease; Ecological
Design and Health impacts of Large Dams, Canals and
Irrigation Systems, pp. 205
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Geomorphology of the river shows nterset-
ing patterns created by the river through
different types of flooding which has been
stopped after construction of the Manantali
Dam.
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Closer investigation around the river reveals
the areas along the river which previously
were fertilized by the flood and recently are
left dry.
.TTH, RIER TIGFHI-rBE. AFTER CETE OFF QE00SEASENS EERR TR ADBLEE RE ABAYW TET JE EER IELS BEED VBAFD T E END TH ER SIDE- CA
SE~~E WIED AAYIIN MORE CEABBELS
Considering the fact that there is a specific
, NABW I Ofunctional tine for Manantali dam and after
RH 119A ATHS OFwhich it nee-s to e decommissioned or
repaired to produce a reasonable amount
of energy. in case that \we assume that this
dam vwould be decommissioned the num-
ber of small dams that can be substituted is
calculable. The same technique discussed in
chapter two can be used to divert the river
into its banks and generate energy by apply-
ing the small scale dans along the artificial
chafnnel.
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B SECTOR
AGRICULTURE ZONE
TOTAL 0 1F FLOW OT
RESIDENFAL ZONE A AG LTRE 0 35 QT
OR RE3|DENT AL USAGE 0.05 Q1
OT= QF1 QA+ OR
WATEER FILTER NG AND
WET LAND CREATION
FISH PRODUCTiON POOLS
SECONDARY FLOOD CONTROL
SYSTEM
The formation of the community around this
channel can be divided into different func-
tionalities of the channel. At the beginning
of the channel since there is a possibility of
flood, the section of the channel is formed
into large steps to accommodate the extra
water resulted from the flood. A little fur-
ther through the land the water can be used
to make fish production pool.
FLOOD CONTROL AND ENERGY
GENERATION ZONE
AL
The plan drawings of the connection chan-
nels, fishing pools, domestic and agricultural
lands
K-- 7
I I
Flood protection zone and power genera-
tion station at the entrance of the region
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After the production and after passing
through soil-based filters water would ar-
river to domestic area for the use of inhab-
itants. Again after this stage the polluted
water and clean water would be separated.
The polluted water would go to the septic
tanks and sediments would be used for the
agriculture which is in the last stage and is
watered through the irrigation channels of
the clean water.
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